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Abstract 

In the design of complex systems, models can be used to predict a future system’s performance as well as approximate 
stakeholder preferences on performance. This paper examines the problem of model truthfulness and the challenge of trusting 
models, with a focus on value models and how they are used to predict stakeholder preferences. A framework is proposed for the 
analysis of these issues (truthfulness and trust), which is used to discuss the relationship between models and decision outcomes. 
Interactive visualization is proposed as an efficient and effective method for increasing model truthfulness and model trust, and 
hence making better decisions. An interactive visualization tool is also presented, and an application of the tool to a complex 
decision case is discussed. 
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“Two things fill the mind with ever-increasing wonder… the starry heavens above me and the moral law within me.” 
– Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason (1788) 

1. Introduction 

Models are essential tools in system design and are used by analysts and engineers throughout the design process. 
A key function of models is to generate data when empirical sources are not available; this data is then used by 
stakeholders to discern among potential alternatives. This paper explores the challenge of building trust and the 
problem of building truthfulness in the models used to represent the performance of engineering systems. It also 
examines the challenge of building trust and the problem of building truthfulness in models that represent the value 
that stakeholders attribute to such performance. The design-performance-value loop (hereafter referred to as the 
“design loop”) is discussed, and a framework is delineated for the comparison of important model types involved at 
various stages in the design loop (performance v. value, mental v. constructed). The problem of building trust and 
truthfulness in models is then defined within this proposed framework. Interactive visualization is proposed as a 
viable tool to help improve the model representations, thereby increasing model usefulness and stakeholder trust in 
the models. 

1.1. Motivation 

In the conceptual design phase of modern engineering systems, analysts are confronted with exploring and 
representing several layers of complex information about the design alternatives they are considering. Rhodes and 
Ross (2010) outline five types of complexity in engineering systems1: structural (related to systems’ forms), 
behavioral (systems’ operations), contextual (environment in which the systems operate), temporal (systems 
changing over time), and perceptual (stakeholder preferences on systems’ performance outcomes). Given these 
complexities, not only is it difficult to model the performance of a system that does not yet exist, but also it is 
difficult to represent stakeholders’ views on what the system should do (i.e., their needs). This brings about the 
problem of trust (do I “believe”?) in the models that are used to evaluate both the performance and the preferences 
on that performance (i.e., value models). Another important problem is related to how truthful (is it “correct”?) the 
models actually are – independent of trust (since it is possible to trust a very poor model).  

In this context, effective interactive visualization techniques can become indispensible in building trust in models, 
as well as bringing them closer to a more truthful representation of performance and stakeholder values – as will be 
explored in §3.  

1.2. The Design Loop 

Conceptual design of complex systems involves a design-performance-value loop (see Fig. 1). First, a design 
space of alternatives is generated based on a preliminary understanding of stakeholder needs. Each design alternative 
is mapped onto a performance space, spanned by attributes of interest quantified by a constructed performance 

Fig.	  1.	  Illustration	  of	  the	  design-‐performance-‐value	  loop.	  

Needs	  
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model. The performance space is then mapped onto a value space via a value model (e.g., functional requirements, 
utility functions), through which the stakeholder evaluates the attractiveness of the alternatives. At this point, with an 
understanding of how each design alternative scores according to stakeholders’ values, it is possible to either make a 
decision on what design (or set of designs) to focus on, or to go back and change the initial design space and repeat 
the loop.  

1.3. Artificial Data in the Design Loop 

Engineers designing complex systems of the future are often forced to use complicated models and simulations in 
order “to explore…system performance without actually producing and testing each candidate system”2. These 
models and simulations have embedded in them causal and functional relationships, as well as empirical data from 
the past, which enable the synthesis of new data describing how the system is going to perform. In these cases, the 
data generated is artificial (synthetic) – i.e., it is not obtained by direct measurement of system properties, since no 
identical (or even similar) system may yet exist. As a result, the artificial data (as well as the model) “cannot be 
classified as accurate or inaccurate in any absolute sense”2. Thus, artificial data stands in stark contrast to empirical 
data (e.g., temperature readings, historical stock prices), which is directly measured and thereby holds a potentially 
higher degree of validity (i.e., reliability with respect to the relevant components). Law and Kelton (2000, p. 265) 
express the difficulties of model validation for complex future systems3: 

 
The ease or difficulty of the validation process depends on the complexity of the system being modelled 

and on whether a version of the system currently exists… For example, a model of a neighbourhood bank 
would be relatively easy to validate since it could be closely observed. However, a model of the effectiveness 
of a naval weapons system in the year 2025 would be impossible to validate completely…. 

 
As Law and Kelton point out, however, even after a simulation is validated, it “can only be an approximation to 

the actual system”3. There must remain some departures from reality in the artificial data – as Herbert Simon (1969) 
notes: “artificiality connotes perceptual similarity but essential difference.”4 Regardless of the amount of “essential 
difference”, though, it is the “perceived similarity” to reality that leads to model credibility (i.e., trustworthiness), 
which is when a “manager and other key project personnel accept [it] as ‘correct.’”3 

The issues related to the artificial data from performance models (of “unobservable” systems) also apply to the 
value models in the design loop (see Fig. 1). For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that a stakeholder’s values 
cannot be observed by direct measurement – meaning any data provided by a mental or constructed model of values 
(e.g., utility function, set of requirements) is artificial data (discussed further in §2.2). Therefore, when dealing with 
artificial data from the performance models as well as the value models, stakeholders and design engineers are 
inherently concerned with the following questions: Are the models truthful? Do I trust the models? 

2. Model Purpose and Model Type 

For the remainder of the paper – and in the context of complex engineering systems design – two meta-
dimensions of models are explored: model purpose and model type. Model purpose can be to predict the 
performance of the system (i.e., performance model) or the value stakeholders assign to that performance (i.e., value 
model), as reflected in Fig. 1. Model type differentiates between where the abstraction of reality (or of values) 
resides: a mental model “represents entities and persons, events and processes, and the operations of complex 
systems”5 and resides in the mind; a constructed model is a formalization of (one or more) mental model(s), and it 
can reside, for example, in a computer simulation or on a piece of paper in the form of a diagram. Mental models 
about reality are created automatically through perception and cognition5, whereas constructed models are 
intentionally created for widespread applications, such as system dynamics models of climate change, a discrete-
event simulation of a surveillance system, or a system of differential equations describing the diffusion of heat in a 
homogeneous body. These meta-dimensions of model type as well as model purpose are illustrated in Table 1. 
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	  	  	  	  Table	  1:	  Matrix	  illustrating	  different	  kinds	  of	  models.	  

  Purpose 

  Performance Value 

Type 

Mental 
Mental 

performance 
model 

Mental 
value 
model 

Constructed 
Constructed 
performance 

model 

Constructed 
value 
model 

 

2.1. The Performance Models 

As discussed in §1.3, the performance model for a system is an attempt to represent some relevant portion of 
reality and predict the outcomes of interest that will occur in that portion of reality. As noted in the matrix above, 
two distinct types of performance models are present throughout the design process: mental and constructed models. 
The first type, the mental model, begins with observation of existing physical systems and their properties. The 
mental model of even the least complicated system is severely limited, however, by the inherent bounded rationality 
of human cognition4. These general intuitions regarding a system’s properties lead to the construction of models of 
all kinds (e.g., abstract, physical, computer simulations) to predict, capture, and study the specific interactions and 
behavior of complex systems. The constructed model for a system thus becomes a “store” for all related models of 
reality (e.g., stochastic models, laws of physics, cost models), effectively formalizing human thought and extending 
the bounds of human rationality. 

2.2. The Value Models 

The value model discussed in §1.2 is an attempt to capture stakeholder preferences on performance (i.e., their 
values). Fischoff (1991) discusses a spectrum of philosophies with regard to the nature (and elicitation) of values6. 
On the one end of the spectrum is the philosophy of articulated values, which assumes that values are self-evident in 
people’s choices. This philosophy is intrinsic, for example, in some valuation methods used by economists (e.g., 
empirical estimates of a demand curve, or of the value of life7). On the other end of the spectrum is the philosophy 
of basic values, which derives value models from some core set of values through an inferential process (e.g., 
interviews). This paper assumes a basic value philosophy, as it best approximates a “requirements-based” approach 
common in systems engineering. Additionally, the risks of such an assumption are potentially less impactful to a 
design outcome than the assumption of articulated values6. From this standpoint, the paper explores the resulting 
role of the mental models and the constructed models in accurately representing stakeholders’ values. Other 
intermediate positions exist on the spectrum, such as that of partial perspectives6.  

With this understanding and assumption, a value model can be used to predict the preferential order of design 
alternatives. Such a model assumes that some approximation can be created for a stakeholder’s basic values. The 
mental value model can be described as the stakeholder’s own grasp of what is important to them and how 
important it is (i.e., the decision-making criteria and their respective weights they carry for the decision). Similar to 
the case of performance models, a constructed value model can store one or more mental models of values. 

Within the context of complex system design, there are usually too many alternatives for a stakeholder to 
evaluate. In addition, the many dimensions of value (and their interactions) are often beyond the capability of a 
stakeholder’s mental value model, due to bounded valuation – i.e., bounded rationality applied to the 
description/prediction of preferences. For the problem of deciding among too many alternatives, a constructed value 
model can serve as a “stand-in” for the stakeholder’s mental value models. Similarly, for the problem of bounded 
valuation, a constructed value model can serve as a reliable predictor for a potentially overwhelmed or confused 
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stakeholder. Examples of constructed value models are customer value models in economics (i.e., a representation 
of the worth – in monetary terms – of what a company does for its customers), or multi-attribute utility functions 
from classical decision theory8,9. The constructed value model’s reliability is critical to success in system design; for 
as Hall points out, “to design the wrong value system is to design the wrong system.”10 

3. The Three Body Problem 

The two types of models shown in Table 1 (mental and constructed) lead to three key relationships between the 
elements used in the performance model and in the value model of the design loop. The three elements involved in 
these key relationships include: a mental model, a constructed model, and a reference (reality or basic values). 

3.1. Vis-à-vis Performance and Value Models 

For the performance model used in the design loop (see Fig. 1), the three elements (i.e., “bodies”) involved are 
constructed model, mental model, and a reference point being reality. The three-body problem thus formed is 
depicted below in Fig. 2a, where Δ1

P and Δ3
P represent Simon’s “essential difference” of the mental model and 

constructed model from reality, respectively4. As discussed in §1.3 and §2.1, constructed performance models are 
formed to extend the bounds of human rationality. In the context of Fig. 2a, classic model validation is then the 
process of reducing Δ3

P (i.e., increasing truthfulness). Since the reference of reality is objective – albeit changing 
(e.g., geopolitical shifts, technology advancement) – the constructed model can be modified in order to “better” 
approximate reality (with respect to those aspects deemed relevant). Once the difference between the constructed 
model and reality is small enough (i.e., the constructed model is truthful), the constructed model can be confidently 
used to update the mental model of reality (reducing Δ2

P between constructed model and mental model). As a result, 
this implies a reduction in Δ1

P between the updated mental model and reality.   
In the case of value models, the reference point is basic values, with which the mental model and the constructed 

model interact. As mentioned in §2.2, this paper assumes a basic values philosophy on value elicitation†, which 
leads to the three-body problem illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 2b. The decision maker holds a set of core basic 
values, and, when a decision needs to be made, he or she attempts to formulate a mental model of his or her values 
that will be used to make such decision. This mental model can vary in complexity and sophistication. Kahneman 
(2011) describes two different ways in which a mental model can be formed11: fast, automatic, emotional and 

 

	  
† Although a basic values philosophy is assumed in the context of this paper, the larger research effort attempts to frame the same model-

related decision-making problems when an articulated value or partial perspective philosophy are adopted as well. 

Fig.	  2.	  Three-‐body	  problem	  for	  (a)	  performance	  models	  and	  (b)	  value	  models.	  The	  deltas	  indicate	  the	  amount	  of	  “essential	  difference”	  
between	  the	  various	  elements,	  with	  the	  arrows	  representing	  the	  distance.	  The	  starred	  delta	  indicates	  the	  impossibility	  of	  direct	  comparison	  
and	  control,	  since	  Values	  are	  only	  accessible	  through	  stakeholders’	  Mental	  Models.	  
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subconscious (System I) or slow, effortful, logical and conscious (System II). Furthermore, it may also be the case 
that the decision maker is unable to express his or her values on a given decision and neither System I nor System II 
can help. 

For complex decisions employing multiple objectives and a variety of decision criteria, as well as a multitude of 
alternatives to choose from, the decision maker can decide to build a constructed model of values (constructed with 
the help of System II-type mental models). A constructed model extends decision makers’ bounded valuation 
(similar to the constructed performance model extending bounded rationality). It captures decision makers’ values 
by augmenting the mental model’s capabilities – whether by saving time in numerous evaluations, or by extending 
the bounds of valuation. In the case of the value models, since values are not directly observable, Δ3

V* in Fig. 2b is 
also unobservable. Therefore, unlike the constructed performance model and reality, there is no possibility of 
validating the constructed value model directly with respect to values. Rather, one always accesses the actual values 
through the stakeholder’s mental model of values. The ultimate goal of the construction of a value model is to allow 
the stakeholder to better understand his/her own values (i.e., low Δ1

V), which can be enabled by a low Δ2
V

 and Δ3
V. 

Difficulties arise in any attempt to reduce the Δ’s present in both the performance and value models. In the 
performance model, barriers to reducing Δ3

P (i.e., constructed model validation) include lack of experience or 
existence of appropriate abstractions (e.g., modeling fluid dynamics before the inception of calculus), which leads to 
untruthful constructed performance models. Barriers to reducing Δ2

P include a lack of trust in the constructed 
performance model. Barriers to reducing Δ1

P include the bounded rationality of stakeholders to grasp complex 
systems. In the value model, barriers to reducing Δ1

V are cognitive biases – such as anchoring or availability biases12 
– as well as bounded valuation. Barriers to reducing Δ2

V are explanation-related biases, which arise, for example, 
when trying to elicit utility functions from stakeholders through interviews, or if trying to infer the price value of a 
good through empirical observation of the market. They can also arise due to biases present in choosing a particular 
value model over another13: choosing utility functions to represent a stakeholder’s values may lead to different 
results than if using an AHP model14. Finally, since Δ3

V can only be indirectly observed through Δ2
V and Δ1

V, the 
barriers to reducing Δ3

V include the barriers inherent to reducing Δ2
V and Δ1

V.   

3.2. Trust and Truthfulness of Performance and Value Models 

In the context of system design, a good decision is one based on a trusted, truthful representation of both reality 
and values. In performance models, the concept of trust is related to how small Δ3

P is perceived to be. The concept 
of truthfulness is related to how close the constructed model actually is to reality (i.e., Δ3

P). The three-body problem 
described in §3.1 leads to the matrix shown in Table 2 for performance models, which reflects the comparison of 
both the perceived and the actual constructed model to reality.  

Table	  2:	  Trust	  and	  mistrust	  in	  the	  performance	  model.	  

  Constructed Model v. Reality 

  Low Δ3 

(truthful) 
High Δ3 

Perceived 
Constructed Model 

v.  
Reality 

Low Δ3 

(trust) 

Correct Trust: 
Trust present. Correct 

representation of reality. 

Type I error: 
Trust present. Incorrect 
representation of reality. 

High Δ3 

Type II error: 
Trust not present. Correct 
representation of reality. 

Justified Mistrust: 
Trust not present. Incorrect 

representation of reality. 

 
 
The traditional early system design process consists of validating constructed performance models, and the 

matrix describes the possible outcomes of this process. The top left quadrant of the matrix is the desirable outcome 
of the model construction/validation process. There exist three other potential outcomes to such activities, however, 
ranging from justified mistrust of an untruthful model (bottom right), to an untrusted but truthful model (bottom 
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left), to a trusted and untruthful model (upper right). These outcomes are analogous to null hypothesis tests in 
statistics, with associated errors of conclusion15. 

In the context of systems design, once the mental and constructed performance models have converged to the 
upper row of Table 2 (i.e. the performance models are trusted), the outputs of the constructed performance model 
can be processed by the value models. While the performance models (both mental and constructed) receive great 
attention in the traditional design process, the same cannot be said of value models. However, decisions ultimately 
rest on value models – whether explicitly (with constructed value models) or implicitly (with mental models that are 
assumed truthful). Similar to the performance model, the three-body problem of value model described in §3.1 leads 
to the matrix shown in Table 3. Unlike the performance model, it is not possible to compare the constructed value 
model directly to unobservable values (cf. §3.1). The key difference is that the constructed value model is validated 
through comparison to the mental value model (the only access to values), the same entity responsible also for trust 
in the constructed model. In other words, determining trust and truthfulness both require the same entity – i.e., the 
mental value model. Therefore, decreasing the distance Δ2

V can decrease the distance between the constructed value 
model and the values themselves, simultaneously increasing the truthfulness of and trust in the constructed model 

In practice, it is often assumed that stakeholders’ values are self-evident (i.e., articulated, see Fischoff6), or that 
some preliminary constructed model of values (e.g., utility curve) is valid throughout the design process. 
Constructed models of values could include sets of requirements, if a stakeholder believes that they need a certain 
level of performance of the system. When dealing with constructed value models, analysts and decision makers tend 
to implicitly trust the value models they have created (whether utility or requirements-based), risking a Type I error. 
Type I errors in this case would occur when cognitive biases are present in the mental model of values, and the 
trusted constructed model reflects those biases, or when a stakeholder sets requirements inappropriately. An 
acceptable situation is again the lower right quadrant of the matrix, where not making any decision is justifiable. 
Type II errors can occur when the mental value model is a truthful representation of values, but the constructed 
model and mental model are divergent (e.g., explanation biases, value model selection biases13). The desirable 
situation is again the top left quadrant, where the mental value model is not biased, and the constructed model is a 
truthful representation of the mental model of value. Since Δ1

V
 and Δ2

V are reduced, Δ3
V* reduction is also achieved. 

Table	  3:	  Trust	  and	  Truthfulness	  in	  value	  models.	  

  Mental Model v. Values 

  Low Δ1 

(truthful) 
High Δ1 

Constructed Model 
v. 

Mental Model 

Low Δ2 

(trust) 

Correct Trust: 
Trust present. Correct 

representation of values. 

Type I error: 
Trust present. Incorrect 
representation of values. 

High Δ2 

Type II error: 
Trust not present. Correct 
representation of values. 

Justified Mistrust: 
Trust not present. Incorrect 

representation of values. 

 

3.3. Interactive Visualization for Delta Reductions in the Value Models 

Considering the matrix illustrated in Table 3, the goal is to end up in the upper left quadrant, which implies the 
reduction of both Δ2

V and Δ1
V, and the making of a good decision. Several methods exist for reducing Δ1

V (e.g., 
reducing cognitive biases), when a basic values philosophy is assumed. One proposed method is to allow a person to 
simulate “actually” making a decision between alternatives and then note any regrets that they may have about their 
choice. Another method is to allow them to consider the ramifications of their expressed (i.e., mental model of) 
values for many different situations and outcomes (e.g., multi-criteria decision analysis methods such as MATE16). 
A third method might be to directly discuss and uncover biases that skew a person’s understanding of his/her actual 
values (e.g., anchoring, availability12). Furthermore, it is possible to introduce decision makers to new attributes that 
they had not yet considered. 
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Likewise, methods exist for reducing Δ2
V (i.e., building trust), when a basic values philosophy is assumed. One 

method is a rigorous interview process for the construction of utility functions, which reduce framing and other 
biases that may be present in standard requirements-as-value-statements approaches. Another method is direct 
comparison of a person’s ranked list of alternatives with a ranked list produced by constructed value models (e.g., 
utility-based rankings). Furthermore, it is possible to compare the ranked lists of alternatives produced by two or 
more different constructed value models. 

In this paper, the authors hypothesize that interactive visualization can facilitate these methods for the reduction 
of Δ2

V and Δ1
V through an iterative process. This process would consist of 1) displaying a constructed value model 

alongside its outcomes (e.g., ranked list of design alternatives); 2) allowing real-time modifications to the 
constructed model (e.g., simulating different sets of preferences); and 3) providing instant feedback on the newly 
changed constructed model, as well as providing comparison of the new results with previous results. Each of these 
steps potentially allows a user to simulate making a decision, observe their mental model of values propagating 
throughout the design space to each alternative, discover biased regions of their mental model, and compare their 
expectations of preferred designs with the constructed model’s prediction. As a result of efficiently enabling all of 
these behaviors, interactive visualization could provide an effective means for reliably representing a stakeholder’s 
actual values through both mental and constructed models. 

In the context of the matrix shown in Table 3, this iterative process (through interactive visualization) of delta 
reductions just described traces a clockwise trajectory, regardless of the starting location. For example, if the initial 
constructed value model is truthful but untrusted, the stakeholder risks a Type II error in the decision outcome. 
Interactive visualization allows a stakeholder to observe the constructed model’s predictions and compare them with 
his mental model, thus building trust in the constructed model and pushing the outcome toward the top left – a 
constructed value model that is both trusted and truthful. Alternatively, if the initial constructed value model is 
untruthful and untrusted, interactive visualization will alternately allow changing the constructed model and 
immediately testing those changes so to update the mental model, thereby building the truthfulness first and the trust 
second. The trajectory will first move toward the Type II error, which as already discussed will quickly converge to 
the desirable outcome of a constructed model that is both trusted and truthful. Finally, if the initial constructed value 
model is untruthful but trusted, the stakeholder risks a Type I error in the decision outcome. Through interactive 
visualization, the errors will quickly become clear as already discussed, immediately causing (proper) mistrust of the 
constructed model, pushing the outcome toward the bottom right quadrant. From there, the iterative process will 
follow the clockwise trajectory, ending in a constructed model that is both trusted and truthful.  

3.4. Case Demonstration 

In this section, a decision about the design of a Space Tug system is used as a case demonstration of part of the 
interactive process described in §3.3. The Space Tug system is a hypothetical satellite servicer/tender proposed to 
perform various missions in orbit around the Earth17. The visualization tool used for the case demonstration was 
created with web technologies (D3/Javascript/HTML/CSS), and it runs in web browsers such as Google Chrome and 
Mozilla Firefox. The tool presents a tradespace of designs, with cost on the x-axis and multi-attribute utility (MAU8) 
on the y-axis. Furthermore, it features a modifiable set of stakeholder preferences (single attribute utility curves, 
SAU) over design performance – i.e., a constructed model of value. Moving anchor points on the individual 
preference curves triggers a recalculation of the MAU, which is immediately reflected on the tradespace through a 
smooth D3 transition18. Individual designs on the tradespace can be selected for further inquiry, and their 
performance levels are also displayed as vertical lines on each attribute’s single attribute utility plot. 

In order to perform the Space Tug case demonstration, a previously constructed (physics-based) performance 
model of the system has been used19. Using this model, over 900 different Space Tug designs are evaluated. 
Furthermore, a person familiar with the Space Tug study has been used as a proxy stakeholder for the purposes of 
this representational demonstration. For the sake of simplicity, only two performance attributes have been chosen 
over which the stakeholder could state his preferences: Speed and available Delta V. After a first-order value 
elicitation and Single Attribute Utility (SAU) curves construction, an initial tradespace was derived. Fig. 3a shows 
this initial tradespace of different Space Tug designs (each point is a distinct design alternative), as well as the 
stakeholder preferences (SAU curves) associated with this tradespace.  
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The stakeholder was allowed to interact with the tradespace: the instant feedback of information about the 
designs allowed him to efficiently compare and contrast them, thereby gaining insights about the trades in value. 
After some time, the stakeholder identified a design with favourable Delta V and more than adequate Speed (shown 
as a larger point in Fig. 3a); however, this design was suboptimal (i.e., far from the Pareto frontier of best MAU for 
cost). Further investigation made him realize that he would prefer this design to many others that were closer to the 
Pareto frontier. This event caused him to start doubting the previously derived value model (i.e., SAU curves), hence 
decreasing his trust in it. In terms of the matrix in Table 3, this process prevented the stakeholder from committing a 
Type I error, placing him in the “justified mistrust” quadrant of the matrix (movement illustrated in Fig. 4a to Fig. 
4b). At this point, the stakeholder started to interact with the initial preferences over performance (shown in Fig. 3a). 
He soon realized that his stated preferences over Speed were not accurate (due to an availability bias toward 
previous systems): he cared more about designs with higher Speed levels, and the current preferences gave too high 
utility to lower Speed designs. By interactively modifying the SAU curve for Speed, the stakeholder arrived at a new 
SAU curve, shown in Fig. 3b. This SAU curve gives more marginal value to higher speed designs, more accurately 
reflecting the stakeholder’s preferences (pushing him to the bottom-left quadrant of the matrix in Table 3 – i.e., Fig. 
4c: a more truthful model, but not yet trusted). The updated tradespace is shown in Fig. 3b. The initial design is now 
part of the Pareto efficient frontier, which increases stakeholder trust in the new value model. Moreover, the 
stakeholder continued to interact with the new tradespace, further building trust in the current value model. This 
process finally led the stakeholder to trusting the revised utility curves as a more truthful representation of his 
values, hence landing in the top-left corner of the matrix in Table 3 – i.e., movement from Fig. 4c to Fig. 4d – and 
leaving him poised to make a “good decision.” The stakeholder was then able to more confidently continue to 
analyze designs along the Pareto frontier, and ultimately chose a cheaper design alternative for further development.  

4. Discussion 

While other value philosophies exist, this paper assumes a basic values philosophy, for which stakeholders' basic 
values can be elicited and used in a value model. This has enabled the creation of the value three-body diagram in 
Fig. 2b, analogous to the performance three-body diagram of Fig. 2a. The basic values in Fig. 2b are assumed to be a 
nebulous entity that does not change, but is nonetheless difficult to comprehend due to the obscure nature of its 
internal structure. The described framework posits that interacting with mental and constructed models of value can 
help in elucidating internal values, so as to facilitate better decision making. Moreover, this framework, based on the 
basic values philosophy, encourages attention to cognitive biases existing at the deltas between the various elements 
of the three-body problem in Fig. 2. 

In spite of its relevance for requirements-based approaches, other value elicitation philosophies exist beyond that 
of basic values, although there is no generally accepted philosophy6. One of the goals of ongoing research is to 

Fig.	  4:	  Stakeholder’s	  clockwise	  trajectory	  through	  the	  matrix	  in	  Table	  3,	  enabled	  by	  visually	  interactive	  exploration	  of	  preferences. 

Fig.	  3:	  (a)	  Initial	  tradespace	  and	  preferences	  over	  performance	  attributes.	  (b)	  Revised	  preferences	  and	  final	  tradespace.	  
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understand the implications of other value philosophies to the described framework. For example, assuming the 
partial perspective philosophy on value elicitation would automatically imply variations to the three-body diagram 
shown in Fig. 2b, as the values would be allowed to change in different situations (i.e., different frames12). 

The representational case presented (Space Tug) serves to provide an initial demonstration of how the process of 
interactive visualization influences the deltas shown in Fig. 2b, and it provides preliminary face validity of the 
hypothesis put forth in §3.3. Through visually interacting with his mental and constructed value models, the 
stakeholder was able to form more truthful and trusted value models. Fig. 4 illustrates the clockwise trajectory taken 
by the stakeholder through interactive visualization, which ultimately allowed him to make a “good decision” – i.e., 
one based on a trusted, more truthful representation of his values. Further research will refine the presented 
framework and use it to formulate experiments, methods, processes, and tools for effectively improving systems 
engineering analysis and decision making through interactive models, both for performance and value. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper serves to frame the challenge of building trust and truthfulness in performance and value models used 
in the design of complex systems. The relationships between the models present in the design loop (mental v. 
constructed; performance v. value) are described, and the resulting three-body problems of performance models and 
value models are introduced. Cognitive theories of value and mental models are also discussed within the proposed 
framework, with special focus given to stakeholder preferences in complex system design. Interactive visualization 
is proposed as an efficient means for increasing trust and truthfulness of constructed and mental value models. 
Finally, a custom interactive visualization tool was used to illustrate the framework through a demonstration case, 
showing how a stakeholder can build correct trust in models for engineering system design decision making. 
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